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Some people believe that allowing children to make their own choices on every day matters 
(such as food, cloths and entertainment) is likely result to a society of individuals who only 
think about their own wishes. Other people believe that it is important for children to make 
decisions about matters that effect them. 
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion. 

  Living in a higher level of prosperity, many parents are letting their children eat what they want 
or wear what they fancy, whilst some others believe in a more stringent way trying to prevent 
their children to be brought up inconsiderate individuals. I personally believe that children should 
definitely have the freedom to make their own choices. Good intro. 

 In both views questions you have 3 choices of response: 

One: to belive in one side 

Two: to belive in both sides (balanced or  almost balances) 

Three: believe in a third view (not recommended) 

 

  It is important for children to make their own choices, as in this way they can learn how to be 
independent. Activities like selecting their own clothes or deciding about the food they like will 
help them to learn the differences between choices, and to know more about their own personal 
tastes. Letting youth youngesters to make decisions about their direct immediate/basic needs 
will help them to make big and correct/right decisions in their adulthood. Generally speaking, 
parents should know how to develop self-confidence in their kids. Admittedly, those kids with 
the ability to express their desires would be grown up into strong willed adults. Good voc and 
meaning. But remember that each paragraph should have 1 central idea and the idea should 
break into minor ideas. work on development of a single paragraph. Watch Simon’s videos and 
read his posts on his website. Ideas in this paragraph were unrelated sentences. This will affect 
your response and coherence. 

  However, there is an important downside/dark side to this. Children who make their own 
choices, have increased/more chances of becoming selfish/ego-centric/celf-centered. Parents, to 
ensure that their kids respect what their relatives and other people desire, have to use relevant 
technics to prevent them from getting self-obsessed. This attitude from early life would make 
problems for the kids in when they enter team works later on in life. Given that they have a little 
tolerance against/intolerant of others’ wishes of others, there is a great chance of getting isolated 
in private life and job.  

Commented [BM1]: Grow up cannot be expressed in 
passive form. It is an intransitive verb. 

Commented [BM2]: In this essay you are in favor of one 
side. It means that you are more inclined to freedom given 
to children. In other towards you need to favor this side 
more and mention the other view as a plausible view. Your 
language should show that you are more lenient to 
freedom. 

Commented [BM3]: This idea is irrelevant to the function 
of then paragraph. You must just focus on the view of the 
second group and their supporting reasons. 

Commented [BM4]: This is used to express favorable 
happenings. For unfavorable cases you must say: likelihood 
of/or possibility of 
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  By way of conclusion, I reaffirm my personal belief to in favor of letting the children decide on 
their own desires, even though it needs a great deal of control by parents to prevent them getting 
inconsiderate.  

 

Commented [BM5]: This meaning is not English and does 
not make sense. Besides, it does not look coherent to the 
sentence before it. 


